Storytelling as a Creative Activity in the Classroom
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ABSTRACT
In our ongoing research, we argue that storytelling activities can be used as creative tasks to stimulate creativity in children, one of the so-called 21st century skills. In this paper, we lay the foundations for our project on digitally supported storytelling, by gathering the viewpoints on storytelling and creativity expressed by local primary school teachers and reviewing methods reported in the literature. We report the main characteristics and features to consider in creative storytelling activities, and present our current work on a distributed storytelling interface for supporting children’s creative skills development that meets the practical requirements found in the literature and expressed by the teachers.
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INTRODUCTION
Social skills and creativity have been identified as key competencies for new learners in the 21st century knowledge society [3]. Among all different activities that we could consider to stimulate and foster the development of social skills and creativity, storytelling seems to be particularly suitable, given its inherently social and creative nature [11]. It has been used before to support and research aspects of linguistic, cognitive, and affective development in childhood, as well as other skills such as memory and writing skills [28][29]. Furthermore, it provides opportunities for social interaction, which is paramount for the development of children as they grow up [5], and involves necessary interpersonal skills such as communication and empathy [13].

In our project, we focus on storytelling in the context of children’s creative activities, and explore how technology-supported (interactive) storytelling techniques can be implemented to support and enable the creative process. However, as a first step in the development process, we explored the current practice of primary school teachers on storytelling and creativity as well as their perspective on storytelling as a creative activity for the 21st century school. In this paper we contribute (1) an overview on storytelling, with a special focus on school settings, (2) insights from local teachers’ perspective on creativity and storytelling, and (3) a presentation of the ongoing development of a robotic character to be used in storytelling activities.

BACKGROUND ON STORYTELLING

Technological perspective
Garzotto surveyed interactive storytelling systems for children, showing that there is a variety of approaches and enabling technologies [9]. However, among all the possible spectrum, we are especially interested in tangible and collaborative systems which would keep children in the physical world while in contact and in cooperation with peers. According to Vygotsky [32] children create meaning in close interaction with other individuals and the environment around them. Vygotsky argues that spoken and written language as symbol systems are important for cognitive development. Recent work by Gupta [10] illustrates that children often use their own symbol systems, like drawings, in storytelling activities. Use of tangible objects can assist children in the process of telling a story. In this sense, remarkable related work ranges from tabletop technology to tangible objects used as input means. In the first group, the work in [2] uses emergent narrative techniques to allow children to interact with intelligent agents to develop a story using tangible toy figures, whereas works such as [8] or [1] support the creation of digital artefacts to be used in stories by using touch, tangible cameras or tagged pucks on the tabletop. In the second group, typical approaches use tangible manipulatives [31], action figures [25] or RFID tagged objects and toys [14] as main input to trigger interactive storytelling in a display. When using physical robots as base technology, they have been mostly used as characters. For example, in [33] a small robot that can record movements can be customized with cardboard drawings to create physical characters. Sugimoto explored the use of a turtle toy controlled by means of handheld projectors [30]. In [21], the navigation of a small robot is controlled by children using tangible cards on a digital tabletop, whereas
with a similar approach the work in [27] uses programmed behaviours sequenced in a computer and linked to tangible cards to be physically rendered in a dinosaur robot. More recently, MyKeepon robots have been used to render stories physically, limiting children’s interaction to choose a few actions in a pre-scripted story [20]. Furthermore, there have been some good samples in which the robot is used as a storyteller, such as [19] which used a Nao robot with pre-recorded behaviour, or the robot as a supportive activity companion as in [34].

In summary, all these developments for storytelling represent important efforts to develop novel systems and approaches considering tangible and robotic technology. However, in most cases the context of use is more related to informal contexts, in which teachers or instruction practice are not explicitly mentioned or involved. As pointed out by Garzotto in the research challenges identified in her work, there is a need to understand the requirements of the interactive storytelling technology in formal contexts.

**Practice at schools**

There has been a broad interest in using digital storytelling in instruction to develop many different skills, such as problem solving competence, creativity, creative thinking, critical thinking, emotional intelligence, oral language competence, social skills, and memory among others [28]. In this section, we provide a summarization of literature on storytelling at school, in which the focus is not necessarily on the use of advanced technology but more on the storytelling practice.

Baumer et al. study the effects of *playworld educational practice* on the development of narrative competence in 5 to 7 year old children [4]. Students engaged in joint adult-child dramatization of the text, general discussions, drawing activities, and free play activities that resulted in pretend play. The findings show that children who participated in this practice showed significant improvements in narrative length, coherence, and comprehension compared to children who just listened to the story read by the adult, and engaged in group discussion and individual writing and drawing activities. This is in line with more recent studies which report the link between play and creativity skills [12].

In the *Storytelling and Story-Acting (STSA)* practice [24], any child who wishes can dictate a story to the teacher, who writes down the story for the child. At a later stage the teacher reads the story to the entire class, while the child/author and other children act out the story. The teacher takes on the role of a coach that helps students develop the story and the associated play. Nicolopoulou et al. remark that there have been few systematic attempts to assess its effects on young children’s learning and development [22].

Campbell [7] investigates how digital storytelling can enhance ability to create higher quality writing in junior elementary school classes (ages 10-12). The results of embedding storytelling activities in teachers’ instruction illustrate that teachers and students moved beyond the fun and attractiveness of technology, and learned to use the digital tools to create more sophisticated stories with the time, producing better scripts and longer and more sophisticated digital stories.

Sarica and Usluel [28] also reported positive effects of digital storytelling using picture and video editing software. Their experimental group engaged in a five-stage digital story creation activity similar to [23], which considers the planning of the story, pre-production activities, the production process, post-production, and the delivery stage. The control group created posters using the same content material. The experimental group outperformed the control group in terms of writing skills.

Preparation was emphasized by Kirsch [15], who examined whether children, aged 10-11, learned vocabulary through storytelling. She narrated or read stories, at the beginning or at the end of a unit of work, depending on the learning objectives. After each storytelling event, the children were encouraged to retell the story and to mention any new words or sentences they remembered. The children engaged in the storytelling activities, and recalled and retained lexical items over a period of time. Kirsch pointed out that stories can work well but teachers need to plan how to use them, make language accessible through the use of voices, pictures or signs. Kocaman-Karoglu [17] found that the use of digital storytelling by the teacher helped 6-years-old students remember and comprehend the subject’s content over traditional approaches in classroom instruction.

In summary, storytelling requires considering several activities during the learning sessions. They can include some reading by the teacher, but also an active participation of the students and play. Discussions are also considered, as well as additional activities such as writing and drawing in relation to the topic of the story. However, various authors also admitted that embedding storytelling activities in the classroom is time-consuming and not easy. Robin [26] emphasizes the power of digital storytelling as a tool for the 21st century classrooms. He discusses that digital storytelling is being currently used in K-12 classrooms with an emphasis on technical skills and without paying attention to the subject matter, the teaching strategies, and needs in the classroom. For this reason, and to help us to prioritize design requirements, we are exploring how primary school teachers in our network would consider storytelling in order to have a better view on their practice.

**Insights from local teachers**

We focused on primary schools that would be more likely to participate in follow-up studies based on previous experiences in other research projects and to ensure that we start fitting their needs from the beginning. Five primary school teachers answered our questions. They were 3 women and 2 men with an age ranging from 23 to 31 years old (mean=28.2 y.o.) and experience ranging from 1 to 8
years (mean=4.4 years). All of them held a bachelor degree in Education. Unfortunately, we did not get senior teachers involved, which could have been useful to get more valuable insights reported and informed from experience. However, we still believe that targeting junior teachers is necessary and useful, as they are the new generation of teachers who are and will be the users interested in implementing instruction using digital resources and technology.

To capture the teachers’ view on creativity, teachers answered the questions replicated from [6], which is a more general survey on creativity in schools in Europe. Our local teachers considered that creativity is a fundamental skill to be developed in school, which can be applied to every domain of knowledge or school subject. They explain that creativity is about finding relations or connections that have not been made before or about the ability to produce something original. Their attitude towards whether ICT can be used to enhance creativity was very positive (with a score of 4.2 out of 5). The main observations are in line with what was reported in [6]. A remarkable difference is that among our participants mobile phone technology has a better consideration for learning, which we assume to be a consequence of the evolution that such devices have had over the last years (touchscreens and learning apps).

On the creative activities carried out in their classrooms, three of them mentioned activities in which both teacher and students are involved. Typically, the teacher proposes an open problem or activity and provides materials, requiring the pupils to work on the problem (usually in groups), with the teacher as a supporter/coach (i.e. without giving a solution or advice directly). One teacher also mentioned using a kind of theater lessons where improvisation is needed and participation is encouraged, but where attention and listening to other peers are also important skills to be developed. Concerning technology used to enhance creativity, two teachers said that they were not aware of using technology for this purpose, except Kodu, which is a programming environment used as a creative medium [18]. Another teacher mentioned that he uses tablet apps and sometimes uses software from teaching methods, but he stated not being a fan because it does not normally fit the creativity purpose.

Participants were also asked to express their agreement or disagreement on a 5-point scale with a number of statements related to issues on how storytelling is used (e.g. If I had more time, I would consider storytelling activities more often; Children are requested to do drawings/writing besides a storytelling activity; I use digital materials in storytelling activities;…). We observed that storytelling activities are not carried out very often, presumably because of the short time that teachers self-reported to have available. More traditional materials are preferred over digital for practical reasons. Typically, teachers use drawing and writing in combination with storytelling. Overall storytelling activities are considered as a positive contribution to creativity development.

Teachers were requested to indicate how often specific activities should be used in storytelling sessions according to their opinion. Activities with higher ratings showed a large overlap with the activities described in our literature review, including dramatization, pretend play, and children and teachers reading stories. Moreover, all the respondents mentioned a kind of collaborative or group activity when asked for the structure of storytelling activities. The comments were in the direction of children working and discussing together, so that they get feedback and stimulate each other. Also receiving feedback from the teacher was mentioned, but as a secondary and more final source. Finally, the teachers gave their opinion on which skills children would need to be developed further. They talked about oral language skills and kinesthetic skills, confidence to speak up and express themselves verbally, imagination, creativity, being a good listener, patience, and paying attention. Thus, this suggests that the technology to be considered should be flexible, allowing teachers to designate different roles to children (e.g. active contributor or storyteller, audience or listener, assets creator…) and arranging activities in small working groups.

**DISCUSSION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION**

The related work and the practice informed by local teachers reveal that there are some desirable requirements as well as issues that may impede the spread of storytelling activities in practice, despite evidence that digital storytelling may have a positive effect on learning. It is suggested that storytelling activities may consist of stages, which typically include a kind of preparation or preproduction, production and/or performance, and discussion. However, not all of the stages are necessary as existing materials can be reused, especially when teachers declared that the available time is limited. In order to facilitate discussion and children learning from each other, joining them together to carry out some collaborative work is recommended based on the teachers’ opinion, giving children an active role in the creation of stories.

In general terms, these elements and stages can confer a structure as follows: The teacher proposes a general topic to work with. Children prepare the materials and customize the props and characters needed. Children enact the story, which is important to get benefits in terms of pretend play as reported in the literature [4], while coaching will ensure producing higher quality storytelling. Finally, discussion on the story and alternative endings or variations. In that structure, secondary creative/constructive tasks such as drawing, writing, and designing can be considered depending on the children’s level and learning goals. However, we must be aware of the limited time that teachers declared to have available to prepare the activity, and that it is the main obstacle for them to include such activities more often. This means that a system should not
strictly require to have all the stages, should be easily customizable and should allow the reuse of assets, so that the effort can be acceptable over time.

Figure 1. Surfacebot and control tablets

Regarding technological approaches, tangible approaches have the potential to provide physical affordances and interaction appropriate for children. Moreover, direct manipulation through touch input as shown in tabletop approaches has shown to be useful to both unfold the story based on user actions as well as create digital artifacts to be used in the story. On the other hand, tabletops could be a concern in terms of flexibility to move the setup and arrange several small groups in parallel. Moreover, we have seen that robot can give physical presence and embodiment to characters, but they normally require specific expensive or very specialized hardware.

Given all these observations and remarks, we focus on providing a solution based on mobile devices, tablets specifically, which can be affordable, flexible, and transparent for users. We aim to support active participation of children using mobile characters to enact and create stories collaboratively. To achieve this overall goal, we have considered a timely distributed user interface based on multiple tablets. Tablets are affordable devices available at school, which can have different functions depending on the app running, and are popular among both children and teachers. The devices, connected via a wireless router, allow several children to enact the character actions to tell the story through a control app. Moreover, in our current implementation we can flexibly arrange groups of tablets to work in different story activities, in such a way that several independent clusters of users can engage in close collaboration, fostering active participation, peer feedback, and discussion between participants on building the stories. As characters, departing from the approach in [2], in which interactive storytelling is delivered on a tabletop surface with physical but static characters, we are developing artificially intelligent agents, or surfacebots. These are physicalized digital characters capable of moving on the table and embodied in a tablet on top of a two-wheeled robot base (see Figure 1). The app on the tablet renders a character following the technique presented in [16], which can change its facial expression and show the objects concerning the storytelling activity. Using tablets even for the robotic character facilitates the reuse of hardware typically available at schools within a limited budget, and moreover, the system is expandable with more apps to support additional creative tasks such as editing assets, or programming behavior with visual languages in the future.

Figure 2. Components of the surfacebot architecture.

The prototype is implemented in Android and relies on ROS1 to support the communication between tablets and the creation of clusters of devices (see Figure 2). The current implementation supports the movement of surfacebots by using the Zumo robot for Arduino. The movement control, facial expressions, and the visualization of story assets on the surfacebot screen are handled from the control tablets. These actions presented as assets on the control tablets are now predefined and preset. However, we are expanding and developing editors to allow children to create several types of assets on the tablet during or before the storytelling activity. Specifically, we have defined speech, motion and props as main editable assets. For speech, we currently rely on text-to-speech synthesis, and we are expanding it to have short speech recorded by children. For motion, we have implemented a path editor that saves trajectories introduced as a free-style dragging gesture, that can be invoked from the control as well. For props, or picture based information to be shown in the screens, we have a drawing touch editor, but we are planning to add an editor to incorporate drawings with traditional materials into the system by taking a picture with the tablet, which would be a way to accommodate additional activities besides the storytelling in the preparation stages.

Our immediate future work is focused on implementing the aforementioned editors, to empower children and teachers to easily create their own reusable material so that they are not limited to use the preset assets and actions. Future work plans include to evaluate the use of the prototype in terms of usability, creativity support and as a facility to reuse materials. Specifically, we want to carry out experiments evaluating collaboration in groups and how storytelling activities can be combined with other creative tasks. Finally, a more ambitious but interesting future work we aim to pursue is to introduce some autonomous intelligent behavior for the surfacebot to foster and enhance user participation during the storytelling.

1 Robot Operating System, http://www.ros.org/
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